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ITEM NO.   06001

DESIGNER  Eva Harlou |  DK

MATERIAL  Oak (FSC) and canework

FINISH   Natural  matt  lacquer stain 

ORIGIN  Europe 

DIM   W 195 cm D 80 cm H 35.5 cm

  W 76.7” D 31.5” H 14” 

Named after Winston Churchill, the Winston Daybed is a beautiful piece 

of furniture that works as an extra seating in living rooms, open halls, in 

an office area or simply an elegant place to take a nap. With its simple 

and elegant construction in wood and wicker, Winston is a new take on a  

classic daybed. It is a new interpretation of the classic canework craft 

whose characteristics is a sustainable choice of material, as the grass 

reproduces itself very fast after harvesting.

The frame is crafted in FSC certified oak and the detailing of the leg  

fixture underlines the exquisite craftsmanship. The canework is applied to 

the wooden oak frame in a proud 3rd generation Danish wicker workshop, 

thereby translating an old craft tradition into the new modern design age.

W I N S T O N  D A Y B E D
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ITEM NO.   06001

DESIGNER  Eva Harlou |  DK

MATERIAL  Oak (FSC) and canework  

  Cushion in 50% cotton, 50 % jute 

  GOTS certif ied 

FINISH   Natural  matt  lacquer stain 

ORIGIN  Europe 

DIM   W 195 cm D 80 cm H 35.5 cm

  W 76.7” D 31.5” H 14” 

Named after Winston Churchill, the Winston Daybed is a beautiful piece 

of furniture that works as an extra seating in living rooms, open halls, in 

an office area or simply an elegant place to take a nap. With its simple 

and elegant construction in wood and wicker, Winston is a new take on a  

classic daybed. It is a new interpretation of the classic canework craft 

whose characteristics is a sustainable choice of material, as the grass 

reproduces itself very fast after harvesting.

The frame is crafted in FSC certified oak and the detailing of the leg  

fixture underlines the exquisite craftsmanship. The canework is applied to 

the wooden oak frame in a proud 3rd generation Danish wicker workshop, 

thereby translating an old craft tradition into the new modern design age.

Comes with a foldable cushion in natural GOTS certified canvas. 

W I N S T O N  D A Y B E D


